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Mapping H3
+ Temperatures in Jupiter’s Northern Auroral

Ionosphere Using VLT-CRIRES
R. E. Johnson1 , H. Melin1 , T. S. Stallard1 , C. Tao2 , J. D. Nichols1 , andM. N. Chowdhury1

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Leicester, Leicester, UK, 2National Institute of Information and
Communications Technology, Tokyo, Japan

Abstract We present a detailed study of the H3
+ auroral emissions at Jupiter, using data taken on 31

December 2012 with the long-slit Echelle spectrometer CRIRES (ESO-VLT). From this data set the rotational
temperature of the H3

+ ions in Jupiter’s upper atmosphere was calculated using the ratio of the ν2 Q(1,0
�)

and ν2 Q(3,0
�) fundamental emission lines. The entire northern auroral region was observed, providing a

highly detailed view of ionospheric temperatures, which were mapped onto polar projections. The
temperature range we derive in the northern auroral region is ~750–1000 K, which is consistent with past
studies, although the temperature structure differs. We identify two broad regions which exhibit temperature
changes over a short period of time (~80 minutes). We propose that the changes in temperature could be
due to a local time change in particle precipitation energy, or they could be caused by dynamic temperature
changes generated in the neutral thermosphere due to the magnetospheric response to a transient
enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressure, as predicted by models. By comparing the H3

+ temperature,
column density, total emission, and line-of-sight velocity, we were unable to identify a single dominant
mechanism responsible for the energetics in Jupiter’s northern auroral region. The comparison reveals that
there is complex interplay between heating by impact from particle precipitation and Joule heating, as well
as cooling by the H3

+ thermostat effect.

Plain Language Summary This study focuses on Jupiter’s northern lights (aurora) and the
temperature of the molecules which create them. A charged molecule, H3

+, which exists in Jupiter’s upper
atmosphere, emits at infrared wavelengths. Using the Very Large Telescope, situated in Chile, we can observe
Jupiter’s infrared aurora. The telescope has an instrument that splits up the wavelengths of the aurora,
creating spectra fromwhich we can calculate the temperature, column density, and total emission of Jupiter’s
upper atmosphere. The whole polar region is observed, and maps of these parameters were created. By
comparing these parameters, as well as the velocity of the charged molecules, which were calculated in our
previous study, we can investigate the heating and cooling processes of Jupiter’s upper atmosphere. This
study is the first to measure temperature differences in Jupiter’s aurora over short periods of time. These
temperature changes could be caused by variations that happen during Jupiter’s day or they could be caused
by the response of Jupiter’s magnetic field to a process external to the Jupiter system.

1. Introduction

The upper atmosphere of Jupiter can be probed by deriving the parameters of H3
+ ions from near-infrared

observations. From such observations the H3
+ line-of-sight (LOS) velocity, temperature, column density,

and total emission can be derived, providing information on Jupiter’s ionosphere. The H3
+ ions are created

through a fast chain reaction that begins with ionization of molecular hydrogen, which is predominately
caused by solar extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) radiation in the low-latitude regions and energetic precipitating
electrons in the auroral regions. After ionization, H2

+ quickly reacts with H2, as molecular hydrogen is abun-
dant in Jupiter’s upper atmosphere, and produces H3

+. Near to the homopause, H3
+ can be destroyed by the

upwelling of hydrocarbons. However, at higher altitudes the main destruction mechanism is dissociative
recombination with electrons, making the lifetime of H3

+ a function of the local electron density. At the
mid-to-low latitudes, Melin and Stallard (2016) calculated that the H3

+ lifetime was 1.6 ± 0.4 hours. This value
is similar to those predicted by Achilleos et al. (1998), using the Jovian Ionospheric Model (JIM) which esti-
mated a lifetime of ~1.05 hours. The minimum lifetime of the auroral H3

+ is predicted to be ~10 s by JIM,
although this could be longer in different regions of the aurora depending on the electron density.
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H3
+ has no allowed rotational spectrum and emits in the near-IR through ro-vibrational transitions. The

ionosphere is dominated by H3
+ at altitudes of 500–1500 km above the 1 bar level but populations of differ-

ent excited vibrational states exist at different altitudes. Melin et al. (2005) modeled the peak emission of the
auroral H3

+ fundamental emission at 550 km. The overtone and hot overtone H3
+ emission was observed at

~700–900 km and ~680–950 km respectively by Uno et al. (2014). However, these altitudes aren’t fixed and
vary with the precipitating electron energy, which determines the altitude at which H3

+ ions are produced.
Although the relationship between energy and H3

+ emission is not linear, in general high energy electrons
produce H3

+ at lower altitudes than do low energy electrons (e.g.: Tao et al., 2011).

From spectroscopic observations of H3
+ emission lines, the LOS velocity, temperature, column density, and

total emission can be derived. Since H3
+ was detected at Jupiter (Drossart et al., 1989), the temperature of

the ionosphere has been measured at semi-regular intervals. At first, auroral averages were acquired, e.g.:
rotational temperature of ~1250 K by Drossart et al. (1989), then studies began to expand and spatially
map the global temperature (e.g. Lam et al., 1997; Miller et al., 1997). These studies also measured the column
density and total emission. Recently, higher spatial and spectral resolution instruments have increased the
quality of the mapping of these parameters at Jupiter (e.g.: Adriani et al., 2017; Moore et al., 2017).

Owing to the ability of H3
+ to reradiate heat into space and thus reduce the temperature of the upper atmo-

sphere, it has been described as a thermospheric thermostat (Miller et al., 2006). Melin et al. (2006) used a 1D
self-consistent model by Grodent et al. (2001) to analyze a heating event observed by Stallard et al. (2002).
They showed that the H3

+ emission in the auroral regions can compensate for any increased particle preci-
pitation. H3

+ is a more efficient coolant at high temperatures; however, it may be a less efficient thermostat
at high altitudes where the atmosphere significantly departs from local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE).

By studying the H3
+ parameters, the heating and cooling mechanisms of Jupiter’s ionosphere can be inves-

tigated. Heating by impact from precipitating particles and Joule heating are candidates for the drivers of
elevated temperatures measured there (Yelle & Miller, 2004). Several studies have related the drivers of heat-
ing events in Jupiter’s ionosphere to a response to changes in the upstream solar wind conditions. Stallard
et al. (2002) observed a heating event over 3 Earth days (~7.3 jovian days), where temperature rose by
~125 K in Jupiter’s northern auroral region. They suggested that the heating was driven by an expansion
of the magnetosphere caused by a decrease in the solar wind dynamic pressure. Melin et al. (2006) calculated
that the heating event caused the combined ion drag energy and Joule heating rates to increase from 67 to
277 mWm�2. Moore et al. (2017) observed a cooling event in Jupiter’s auroral ionosphere using Keck-
NIRSPEC, where the mean temperature decreased by 60 K. They used upstream IMF data acquired by the
Juno-MAG instrument and propagated solar wind parameters calculated using MHD propagation models
(Tao et al., 2005; Zieger et al., 2015). They found that a solar wind shock arrived at Jupiter approximately
two days prior to the beginning of the cooling event, after which the solar wind was quiescent. Moore
et al. (2017) suggest that the cooling event was caused by shock recovery processes, similar to those modeled
by Yates et al. (2014).

Through comparison of the H3
+ rotational temperature, column density, and total emission, the heating by

impact from the auroral electron precipitation, which is the main source of ionization leading to the genera-
tion of H3

+ at high latitudes, can be investigated. Joule heating is caused by the differing flows of neutrals and
ions in Jupiter’s ionosphere, which in the auroral region are caused by the magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling currents (e.g.: Cowley et al., 2005; Hill, 2001). By comparing the H3

+ rotational temperature to the
LOS velocity from Johnson et al. (2017), which was derived from the same VLT-CRIRES data set as used in this
present study, we can further our understanding of the governing mechanisms in Jupiter’s ionosphere.

Figure 10 in Johnson et al. (2017) illustrates the main regions of ionospheric flows identified in the study.
They measured a subrotating flow of ~1.5 km s�1 in the planetary reference frame (PRF, a reference frame
which is fixed in System III) at ~90–180° longitude in the region of the main auroral emission. This iono-
spheric flow is thought to be coupled to the region of magnetosphere that is subrotating due to corota-
tion breakdown (e.g.: Cowley & Bunce, 2001; Hill, 2001; Southwood & Kivelson, 2001). A superrotational
flow is identified at 180–270° longitude, with a maximum LOS velocity of ~1 km s�1. Johnson et al.
(2017) suggested that this flow was either due to ionosphere or magnetosphere forcing. In a reference
frame which rotates with the planet, they observed very strong subrotational flows (~2.5 km s�1) in a
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polar region with very weak infrared emission, typically described as the dark region in ultraviolet (UV)
observations. These ionospheric flows deviate from neutral wind flows (assuming the neutrals are corotat-
ing) and could be an indicator of Joule heating.

In this study we derive the H3
+ rotational temperature, column density, and total emission, and map these

parameters on polar projections. We compare the H3
+ parameters to the LOS velocity from Johnson et al.

(2017), as described above. The observations of Jupiter’s northern auroral region presented in this paper
are outlined in Section 2. The methods used to derive the H3

+ parameters are discussed in Section 3. The
results of highly detailed polar projections of these H3

+ parameters are presented in Section 4, and are dis-
cussed in Section 5.

2. Observations

This study uses the same data set as Johnson et al. (2017), which was taken on 31 December 2012 with
VLT-CRIRES (Kaufl et al., 2004). CRIRES is a long-slit Echelle spectrometer with a very high spectral resolution
(R = λ/Δλ) of ~100,000 with a slit width of 0.2″. The wavelength range of the four Aladdin spectral detector
arrays of CRIRES (each 1024 spectral by 512 spatial pixels) was 3.884–3.986 μm, which means a number of
H3

+ emission lines from the Q-branch were simultaneously measured, from which the H3
+ parameters can

be derived. The slit length is 40″ and the detectors have a spatial resolution of 0.089″ per pixel.

The observer sublatitude of Jupiter at the time of the observations was +3.4°; therefore, the northern aurora
was favorably displayed. Jupiter was setting during the observations, causing the air mass to increase from
1.4 to 1.6 and leading to a slight decrease in the signal-to-noise. The weather was clear and stable, with a see-
ing of ~0.5″, causing minimal smearing of the spectra.

During the observations, the auroral region was scanned six times with the slit of CRIRES, which was
aligned West-East on Jupiter, perpendicular to the rotational axis. To scan the aurora, the slit was posi-
tioned at the polar limb, with the center of the slit at the central meridian line (CML), and then the tele-
scope was incrementally adjusted so that the slit was stepped equatorward with a step size equivalent
to the slit width (0.2″). The exposure time for the spectra taken at each position was 25 s. Six scans were
taken between 02:13 and 04:15 UT on 31 December 2012, each covering a region from the polar limb of
the planet through to ~45° latitude, which takes 35 steps. In addition to measuring spectra from Jupiter,
calibration exposures were required for the data reduction processes, which are discussed in greater detail
in Johnson et al. (2017).

3. Data Analysis

In order to determine the rotational temperature of H3
+, this study focuses on two spectral lines, Q(1,0�) and

Q(3,0�). We refer the reader to Figure 3 of Johnson et al. (2017) for an example spectrum from Jupiter’s
auroral and subauroral regions, which includes the H3

+ Q(1,0�) and Q(3,0�) emission lines at ~3.95295 and
~3.98558 μm, respectively. These emission lines are in the same vibrational manifold and represent transi-
tions from the first excited vibrational energy level to the ground state, ν2 → 0, which is a fundamental tran-
sition (McCall, 2001).

The data were reduced in the usual way as described by Johnson et al. (2017). A Gaussian profile was fitted
to every spatial position along the emission line to determine the height, width, and wavelength of the
emission line at each spatial position across the observed section of Jupiter that the slit encompasses.
The spectral radiance, which is the flux emitted per unit of solid angle per unit wavelength, is taken as
the height of Gaussian profile. Polar projections of the Q(1,0�) and Q(3,0�) H3

+ spectral radiances were
made of Jupiter’s northern aurora, using the methods outlined in Johnson et al. (2017). To increase
signal-to-noise, the average spectral radiance of Q(1,0�) and Q(3,0�) was calculated from the six scans,
which are shown in Figures 1a and 1b, respectively.

The rotational temperature of the H3
+ ions in the upper atmosphere is calculated using the ratio of the spec-

tral radiances of the Q(1,0�) and Q(3,0�) fundamental lines, given by the following equation,

IQ1

IQ3

¼ γ exp
E0Q3 � E0Q1ð Þ

kBT

� �
(1)
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where

γ ¼
gQ1

� 2J
0
Q1

þ 1
� �

� hcωQ1 � AQ1

gQ3
� 2J

0
Q3

þ 1
� �

� hcωQ3 � AQ3

(2)

where the subscripts Q1 and Q3 refer to Q(1,0�) and Q(3,0�), respectively, E0 is the energy of the upper
state, A the Einstein A-coefficient, g is the nuclear spin degeneracy, J0 the rotational quantum number
of the upper state, and ω is the transition frequency, which are taken from the theoretical spectroscopic
line list of Neale et al. (1996) and shown in Table 1. The constants in this equation are the Planck constant

Figure 1. Polar projections of the spectral radiances of (a) Q(1,0�) and (b) Q(3,0�) H3
+ emission lines. The longitudes are in

System III, and the latitudes are planetocentric. The white line is the peak in H3
+ auroral intensity along the main

auroral emission, as measured by Johnson et al. (2017). The white dashed line is the magnetic footprint of Io according to
the Grodent et al. (2008) model.

Table 1
Parameters Required for Deriving the Physical Parameters of H3

+

Parameters (taken from Neale et al., 1996) Q(1,0�) Q(3,0�)

Energy of the upper state, E’ 2,552.57 cm�1 2,961.84 cm�1

Einstein A-coefficient, A 128.7 s�1 123.2 s�1

Nuclear spin degeneracy, g 4 4
Rotational quantum number of the upper state, J’ 3 9
Transition frequency, ω 2,529.73 cm�1 2,509.08 cm�1
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(h~6.63 × 10�34 m2 kg s�1), the speed of light (c~2.99 × 108 m s�1), and the Boltzmann constant
(kB~1.38 × 10�23 m2 kg s�2 K�1).

The ratio of the average spectral radiance of Q(1,0�) (Figure 1a) and Q(3,0�) (Figure 1b) is shown in Figure 2.
The ratio shows that Q(3,0�) is generally more intense than Q(1,0�) in the auroral region and changes
depending on the location within the auroral region. Outside the auroral region there are some regions
where the Q(1,0�) emission is more intense than Q(3,0�) emission; however, these coincide with regions
of poor signal-to-noise, which will be discussed in greater detail in section 3.1.

Equation (1) can be rearranged to solve for temperature,

T ¼
E
0
Q1

� E
0
Q3

h i
� 100� hc=kB

ln γð Þ � ln
I ωQ1ð Þ
I ωQ3ð Þ

� � : (3)

Using equation (3), the ratio of Q(1,0�) and Q(3,0�) (Figure 2) can be converted to rotational temperature of
H3

+. The parameters are as above and given in Table 1. The factor 100 hc is needed in equation (3) to convert
the energy fromwave number to SI units. The temperatures are column average as the bulk of the fundamen-
tal emission occurs at ~550 km above the 1 bar level (Melin et al., 2005); however, since this altitude is based
on a model we cannot resolve the exact altitude.

The column density, N(H3
+), is the density of a column of the planet’s atmosphere (of unit cross-sectional

area) perpendicular to the planet’s surface. It is calculated by dividing the measured intensity from the emis-
sion line (Iobs) by the theoretical emission per molecule from that particular line (Imodel), described by the
following equation:

N Hþ
3

� 	 ¼ Iobs λð Þ
Imodel λ; Tð Þ : (4)

The intensity (Iobs [W m�2 sr�1]), can be derived by multiplying the spectral radiance by the full width at half
maximum (FWHM [μm]) of the Gaussian profile fitted to the H3

+ emission line. The theoretical emission pro-
duced by one molecule at wavelength λ (Imodel(λ, T) [W sr�1]) can be calculated using equation (5). This
requires inputs of the parameters for a particular transition, which can be taken from the line list of Neale
et al. (1996), and the rotational temperatures, which were calculated above. Q(T) is the partition function
of H3

+, taken from Miller et al. (2013).

Imodel λ; Tð Þ ¼ gif J
0
if ωif Aifhc� 100
4π Q Tð Þ � exp � hc E

0
if � 100
kT

" #
(5)

To achieve a column density that is perpendicular to the planet’s surface rather than along the LOS of the
observer a correction must be performed. This correction is performed on the intensity, which experiences

Figure 2. The ratio of the spectral radiances of the H3
+ Q(1,0�) and Q(3,0�) fundamental lines. Similar format to Figure 1.
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limb brightening due to an effect caused by the observer’s LOS intercepting more H3
+ emission towards the

limb of Jupiter. By sequentially plotting the intensity profiles derived from the spectrum at each latitude
position in the scan of the northern polar region, a 2-D intensity map was created and the limb of the
planet was identified as described by Johnson et al. (2017). Following this, the distance from the center of
the planet and each data point could be found and is referred to as the pathway. The LOS intensity
correction value (LOSc) is then found using a cosine function of the pathway (rpathway) and the planetary
radius (rplanetary_radius) at the particular latitude of the pixel, as shown by equation (6). The intensity is then
multiplied by this factor and subsequent column density, which is calculated from this intensity, is now
effectively perpendicular to the planet’s surface.

LOSc ¼ cos
rpathway

rplanetary radius

� �
(6)

The total emission, E(H3
+), is the total emission from the H3

+ population across all possible energy transitions
at a given temperature and was first introduced by Lam et al. (1997). It is calculated by multiplying the
theoretical emission from all emission lines produced by one molecule (E(λ,T)) by the column density
(N(H3

+)), as shown by equation (7). A hemispheric emission factor of 2π steradian is needed to produce the
total energy escaping the planet. The values for column density are as calculated according to the above pre-
scription. E(λ,T) is calculated by taking the exponential of the cooling function as defined by Miller
et al. (2013).

E Hþ
3

� 	 ¼ E λ; Tð Þ � N Hþ
3

� 	� 2π (7)

Polar projections were created of the rotational temperature, column density, and total emission, shown in
Figure 3.

As H3
+ experiences ro-vibrational transitions, there is a temperature associated with rotational and vibra-

tional as well as kinetic motions (which are also known as translational motions). If all three temperatures
are equal then the H3

+ ions are in LTE and the measured temperature is representative of the thermosphere
as well as the ionosphere. Miller et al. (1990) derived a vibrational temperature of 1100 ± 100 K, which was in
agreement with the rotational temperature of 1100 ± 100 K derived by Drossart et al. (1989), and therefore it
seemed that H3

+ existed under LTE conditions. However, some studies, such as Kim et al. (1992), dismissed

Figure 3. Polar projections of the H3
+ (a) average rotational temperature, (b) average column density, (c) average total emission, and (d) the line-of-sight velocity in

the planetary reference frame derived from IR observations of Jupiter’s northern auroral region, taken on 31 December 2012. Similar format to Figure 1.
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this assumption. Melin et al. (2005) and Tao et al. (2011) found that non-LTE effects increase with altitude,
where the temperature is higher and the density is lower. Giles et al. (2016) detected H3

+ lines in Jupiter’s
auroral regions in the 5 μm window and this was the first and only study to date to measure all
three temperatures simultaneously. They obtained a kinetic temperature of 1390 ± 160 K, a rotational
temperature of 960 ± 40 K, and a vibrational temperature of 925 ± 25 K. These three temperature values
are not all in agreement with each other, which indicates a departure from LTE. However, Melin et al.
(2005) and Tao et al. (2011) show that the fundamental emission is least effected by departures from LTE.
Therefore, following past studies involving the fundamental emission lines (e.g.: Miller et al., 1990), we
apply the quasi-LTE assumption. By assuming quasi-LTE, we acknowledge that non-LTE effects may exist in
Jupiter’s upper atmosphere but they have a negligible influence on the fundamental emission. Since
Q(1,0�) and Q(3,0�) are both fundamental lines, they are the least influenced by non-LTE effects, and so
any temperatures derived in this study are representative of the ionosphere as well as the thermosphere.

In this study the H3
+ temperature, column density and total emission are compared to the LOS velocity

(Figure 3d) to investigate the relationship between heating, cooling, and ion velocities. For a full discussion
on the LOS velocities and how they are derived, the reader is referred to Johnson et al. (2017).

In order to investigate short timescale changes in the auroral temperature, we also calculated the tempera-
ture for each of the six scans, as shown in Figure 4. The temperature calculation is very sensitive to the signal-
to-noise: To make sure that any observed temperature differences were not just random fluctuations,
averages were taken of the first two (Figures 4a and 4b) and last two (Figures 4e and 4f) polar projections.
These averages are ~80 min and ~50° longitude apart and referred to as averages 1 and 2 for the start and

Figure 4. (a–f) Six polar projections of the H3
+ temperature derived on 31 December 2012. Similar format to Figure 1.
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Figure 5. The average H3
+ temperature and temperature differences at the (a and b) start and (c and d) end of the observations. The two broad regions of tempera-

ture changes, labeled A and B, are bound by dashed black lines. Similar format to Figure 1.

Figure 6. The error on the H3
+ average (a) temperature, (b) column density, and (c) total emission. The temperature error for (a) average 1 and (b) average 2. Similar

format to Figure 1.
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end of the observations, respectively. The temperature difference was then calculated by subtracting the
average over the whole of the observations (Figure 3a) from averages 1 and 2. The polar projections of
averages 1 and 2, and the respective temperature differences are shown in Figure 5. Note that the above
analysis was not performed on the total emission or the column density as no significant variation in these
parameters was observed over the set of observations.

3.1. Errors

The errors for the parameters calculated in this study are shown in Figure 6. The errors mainly result from fit-
ting a Gaussian to the emission lines, and these fitting errors were propagated through the calculations to
produce the errors for each parameter, shown in Figures 6a–6c. Equatorward of the Io magnetic footprint,
the error on all the parameters significantly increases as the signal-to-noise decreases. The difference
between the Q(1,0�) and Q(3,0�) spectral radiance is very small, and therefore, the temperature calculation
is very sensitive to noise altering the Q(1,0�):Q(3,0�) emission ratio. For this reason, in this study the focus will
be on the values poleward of the Io footprint where signal-to-noise is above ~10.

The temperature error for averages 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 6d and 6e. The entire observed polar region
is not shown in Figures 6d and 6e as the error equatorward of the Io magnetic footprint is larger than 35 K. It
can be seen that the errors vary across the observations, due to an increase in noise as the air mass increased
during the observations. However, in general they remain much lower than 35 K within the locus of the main
auroral emission, as shown in Figures 6d and 6e.

4. Results

Figure 3 shows the key results for this paper: (a) the average H3
+ temperature, (b) the average H3

+ column
density, and (c) the average H3

+ total emission for the observations taken on 31 December 2012. Figure 3d
shows the LOS velocity in the PRF, taken from Johnson et al. (2017). Since the LOS velocity depends on the
viewing geometry, an average of the LOS velocity cannot be taken over the observations as this would lead
to unphysical results. Instead, the first scan, where there is an excellent view of the northern aurora, is used in
Figure 3 in order to compare to the other parameters. Figure 7 shows the parameters plotted against each
other: (a) total emission versus column density, (b) temperature versus total emission, (c) temperature versus
column density, and (d) temperature versus the absolute magnitude of the LOS velocity in the PRF. Only data
points poleward of the Io magnetic footprint were used to produce Figure 7.

Figure 3c shows the average total emission that reaches a maximum of ~10 mW m�2 sr�1 in the region of
the main auroral emission. The range of values that the total emission encompasses is in agreement with
past studies. The total emission represents the total energy output from the H3

+ emission (Lam et al.,
1997), and as can be seen from Figure 3c, the majority of the energy output is in the region of the main
auroral emission and the more active regions of the polar aurora. The column density is shown in
Figure 3b, with values reaching a maximum of ~6 × 1016 m�2 in the region of the main auroral emission,
driven primarily by impact ionization due to precipitating particles. By comparing Figures 3c and 3b it is pos-
sible to see that the total emission is high where the column density is large. This comparison can be seen
more qualitatively in Figure 7a, where a positive correlation between total emission and column density is
shown. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient for the total emission and column density is ~0.98, implying a
strong positive correlation.

The average temperature is shown in Figure 3a, with values in the range ~700–1,000 K, which are in agree-
ment with past studies. Using Juno-JIRAM observations, Adriani et al. (2017) observed elevated temperatures
along the main auroral oval. However, in this study the temperature structures appear to be ordered only
along the main auroral emission at ~180°–270° longitude, and there is no broad region of heating at ~90°–
180° like that observed by Adriani et al. (2017). Moore et al. (2017) observed higher temperatures at
~180°–270° than ~90°–180° longitude along themain auroral emission, which is in agreement with the obser-
vations in this present study, however, their spatial resolution was relatively modest.

The thermostat effect of H3
+ can cool the auroral regions. If H3

+ was efficiently reradiating the auroral energy
into space then where the total emission is large the temperature should be low. Figure 3c (the average total
emission) shows a map of where the regions of cooling should be taking place in the auroral region. By com-
paring Figures 3a and 3d, it can be seen that on the main auroral emission at ~180°–270° longitude, the
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aurora is bright and also hot, indicating that the rate of heating is larger than the cooling. However, there are
some regions where the aurora is bright and the temperature is low, for example within ~140°–180°
longitude, indicating that H3

+ is effectively reradiating the auroral energy. Figure 7b shows the correlation
of the temperature and total emission for this study. There is a high occurrence of temperatures 800–
900 K within a total emission range of ~2–6 mW m�2 sr�1. At low values of total emission in the range
of ~0.5–3 mW m�2 sr�1 and temperatures in the range of ~800–950 K, there may potentially be an
anticorrelation. However, overall, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is ~0.71, which implies a modest
positive correlation between the temperature and total emission.

In regions where H3
+ is denser, there is a higher rate of ionization (assuming a similar background thermo-

sphere composition); therefore, the H3
+ column density (Figure 3b) should show where the ionization (i.e.,

particle precipitation) is occurring. If heating by impact from particle precipitation is significant, it would
cause elevated temperatures in regions where the column density is large. Through comparison of
Figures 3b and 3a, it can be seen that there is some correlation between large column densities and large
temperatures along the main auroral emission at 180°–270° longitude. However, moving from 270° towards
180° longitude along the main auroral emission, the column density decreases but the temperature remains
relatively high. At 90°–180° longitude, the structure in the temperatures is very different and some regions
present high temperatures but high column densities. Figure 7c shows temperature versus column density.
There is a high occurrence of temperatures at ~850 K and column densities at ~4–6 × 1016 m�2. There is a
potential anticorrelation between the column densities at ~1–3 × 1016 m�2 for temperatures of ~750–
900 K. However, overall, there is a modest positive correlation between temperature and column density,
with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of ~0.78.

This study has an advantage over past studies because the temperature, column density, and total emission
can be directly compared to the LOS velocities derived from the same data set by Johnson et al. (2017).
Figure 3d shows the LOS velocities in the PRF. This reference frame is fixed in System III, and any deviation

Figure 7. The correlation between parameters derived from the H3
+ emission: (a) total emission versus column density, (b) temperature versus total emission,

(c) temperature versus column density, and (d) temperature versus the absolute magnitude of the LOS velocity in the PRF. Only data points poleward of the Io
magnetic footprint were included in these plots, where the Io magnetic footprint coordinates were taken from the Grodent et al. (2008) model. The gray region
indicates the absence of data and the colors show the number of data points present in each bin.
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from zero implies the H3
+ ions have a velocity greater than or less than the rotation rate of the planet. In

Figure 3d, at longitudes greater than the CML value (~180°) the planet is rotating towards the observer.
Therefore, positive LOS velocities (represented by blue regions) imply flows are rotating towards the
observer faster than the rotation rate of the planet, that is, superrotation, and negative LOS velocities
(represented by red regions) imply flows are rotating towards the observer slower than the rotation rate of
the planet, that is, subrotation. At longitudes less than the CML value, where the planet is rotating away
from the observer, the opposite case occurs: Positive LOS velocities imply subrotating flows and negative
LOS velocities imply superrotating flows.

A superrotating flow is seen in Figure 3d just equatorward of the IR intensity peak of the main auroral
emission at 180°–270° longitude, with positive values of LOS velocity of ~1 km/s. In a dark region of the polar
aurora just poleward of the main auroral emission, there is a strongly subrotating flow with maximum LOS
velocity of ~2.5 km/s. On the main auroral emission at ~90°–180° longitude, there is subrotating flow of
~1.5 km/s. The origins of these ionospheric flows are discussed in greater detail in Johnson et al. (2017).

Joule heating occurs in the auroral regions and its magnitude is governed by the difference in velocity
between the charged particles and neutrals. There are very limited measurements of the neutral velocity in
the thermosphere. The only two measurements of neutral winds measured in the auroral region were taken
by Chaufray et al. (2010, 2011). Using observations of the H Ly-α line profile taken with HST-STIS of the north-
ern auroral region, Chaufray et al. (2010) calculated a velocity of ~4–8 km/s at ~1,500 km above the 1-bar
level. Through IR observations using the Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS/BEAR) instrument at the
Canada-France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT), Chaufray et al. (2011) derived an upper limit on the LOS velocity
of <1.0 km/s for the H2, at altitude ~560–690 km above the 1-bar level (Uno et al., 2014). Models such as
Achilleos et al. (1998), Bougher et al. (2005), and Tao et al. (2014) show that the neutral wind velocity remains
less than ~1 km/s. In this paper we study H3

+ fundamental emission that occurs at an altitude of ~550 km
above the 1-bar level (Melin et al., 2005), where Chaufray et al. (2011) defined the upper limit of the neutrals
to be ~1 km/s. Therefore, due to lack of further observational evidence, and small modeled velocities, we
assume that the neutrals are corotating.

In such a scenario, where the neutrals are corotating, the greatest Joule heating will occur where the largest
values of LOS velocities exist. Therefore, Figure 3d effectively gives a map of where the Joule heating should
be occurring. Stallard et al. (2001) measured an increase in the LOS velocity in the region of the main auroral
emission, from 0.5 to 1 km/s, and Stallard et al. (2002) measured an increase in temperature from 940 to
1065 K, using the same IRTF-CSHELL data set. This positive correlation between the H3

+ ion velocity and tem-
perature suggests increased Joule heating with increased velocity, assuming the neutrals are corotating.

The strongest ionospheric flows measured by Johnson et al. (2017) are in a dark region of the polar aurora,
with an absolute magnitude of LOS velocity of up to ~2.5 km/s. Assuming the neutrals are corotating, signif-
icant Joule heating should be taking place in this region. However, Figure 3a shows that the temperatures
here are moderate compared to that of the main auroral emission. Figure 7d shows the correlation between
the temperature and the absolute magnitude of the LOS velocity in the PRF. There is a high occurrence of LOS
velocities at 1 km/s for the temperature range of 800–950 K. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is ~0.47,
implying there is a weak positive correlation, which means that there is some increase in Joule heating with
velocity, as suggested by Stallard et al. (2001, 2002).

Figure 5 shows how the temperature changes over the set of observations. Section 3 explains how tempera-
ture averages 1 and 2 were created, which are ~80 min and ~50° apart. Average 1 is shown in Figure 5a, and
average 2 is shown in Figure 5c. These averages were then subtracted from the average over the whole set of
observations (Figure 3d), leading to the temperature differences at the start and end of the observations
shown in Figures 5b and 5d, respectively. The observed temperature differences are larger than the calcu-
lated errors (Figure 6), and so these temperature changes are interpreted as physical.

Figures 5b and 5d show two broad regions of temperature changes that we will focus on. Part of the main
auroral emission at ~230° longitude changes from ~50–70 K hotter than average to ~50–70 K cooler over
the ~80-min separation of the two averages, labeled as region A in Figure 5. A region in the polar aurora
at ~180° longitude changes from ~60 K cooler than average to ~60 K hotter over the observations, labeled
region B in Figure 5. Although other small-scale variations may exist, the extended spatial coverage of
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regions A and B implies that they are not simply random fluctuations. In section 5.2 we will investigate two
distinct hypotheses: Are the temperature changes caused by the rotation of the aurora through different
local times, or are they a result of temporal changes of the conditions at Jupiter during the ~80-min separa-
tion of the two averages?

5. Discussion
5.1. H3

+ Rotational Temperature, Column Density, and Total Emission

The energy balance in Jupiter’s ionosphere is complex, and the H3
+ parameters do not always exhibit simple

correlations. Figure 7a shows that there is a strong positive correlation between the total emission (Figure 3c)
and the column density (Figure 3b). Other studies, such as Stallard et al. (2002), Moore et al. (2017), and
Adriani et al. (2017), also noted this correlation, and it implies that the ionization rate governs the intensity.
While enhancements in H3

+ total emission could also be caused by increases in temperature of the iono-
sphere, only a modest correlation between the total emission (Figure 3c) and the temperature (Figure 3a)
was observed in Figure 7b. Therefore, it appears that temperature as a driver of H3

+ emission brightness is
secondary to the column density.

Although the correlation between the total emission and column density is clear, past studies have found the
correlation between the total emission and temperature harder to quantify. In a study of the northern auroral
region using IRTF-CSHELL observations, Stallard et al. (2002) found that the vibrational temperature had no
correlation with the Q(1,0�) intensity. Even though they observed high temperatures in the bright region
of the main auroral emission at 180°–270° longitude, they found that at 90°–180° longitude, in the more dif-
fuse region of the main auroral emission, the intensity was at a maximum but the temperature was at a mini-
mum. Lam et al. (1997) and Raynaud et al. (2004) noted an anticorrelation between temperature and column
density, but due to the low signal-to-noise in these studies, it was uncertain if the anticorrelation was physical.
By comparing synthetic H3

+ spectra to observations of Saturn analyzed by O’Donoghue et al. (2014), Melin
et al. (2014) showed that as long as the uncertainties were small relative to the differences of temperature
and column density, then the anticorrelation was physical and not caused by low signal-to-noise. Miller
et al. (2010) argued that the H3

+ thermostat effect could produce the observed anticorrelation, whereby a
denser parcel of H3

+ is subject to more cooling and will end up at a lower temperature.

Overall, Figure 7b does not show an anticorrelation, which would have implied that temperature was low
where cooling by H3

+ was high. No overall anticorrelation is seen in Figure 7c either, which shows the rela-
tionship between the temperature and column density. The recent study of Adriani et al. (2017), which
uses Juno-JIRAM data, also shows no evidence of anticorrelation between the temperature and column
density, in agreement with the present study. Therefore, H3

+ is not an efficient thermostat across the
entire auroral region.

One mechanism which can drive the heating of Jupiter’s auroral regions is impact from particle precipitation.
If heating by impact from particle precipitation was driving the elevated temperatures observed in the
auroral region, then where the column density is large, the temperature would be high. However,
Figure 7c shows only a modest positive relationship between temperature (Figure 3a) and column density
(Figure 3b), and therefore, it seems that heating by impact from particle precipitation alone cannot be
driving the heating in Jupiter’s ionosphere and there must be more processes at work.

Another mechanism that drives auroral heating is Joule heating, caused by the divergence of the ionospheric
and neutral flows in Jupiter’s atmosphere, which are ultimately caused by the magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling currents. Themodel by Smith and Aylward (2009) suggested that Joule heating is largest at altitudes
where conductivity is highest, which is approximately at the peak emission altitude of the H3

+ fundamental
emission lines (Millward et al., 2002). Since the height integrated current densities depend on the density of
Jupiter’s upper atmosphere, as the H3

+ production increases, so does the conductivity. Millward et al. (2002)
found that if the precipitating particles have energy of ~60 keV, then they will deposit their energy at an alti-
tude where H3

+ density is maximized (~550 km). This altitude is coincident with a region of the ionosphere
where the values of ion-neutral collision frequency and the ion gyrofrequency are equal and hence the
Pedersen conductivity is maximized. Stallard et al. (2001, 2002) measured a positive correlation between
H3

+ LOS velocity and temperature; however, only a weak correlation between temperature and LOS
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velocity was identified in this study and is shown in Figure 7d. Therefore, the temperature structure of the
aurora is not directly controlled by the Joule heating.

The above discussion is for a corotating neutral thermosphere, and the temperature structure will be much
more complex if neutral flows deviate from corotation. The neutrals may experience a general subrotation or
superrotation, or a more complex regime of flows that differ to the ionospheric flows may exist; however, the
dynamics of the neutrals at the time of the observations is not known. A more rigorous study that takes the
relative LOS velocity of the neutrals and ions into account is left for future work.

Millward et al. (2002) found precipitating electron with energy ~60 keV are the most efficient at ionizing the
upper atmosphere and producing H3

+, which is very effective at producing conductivity. However, studies
such as Gérard et al. (2016) and Sinclair et al. (2017) have shown that in the region of the main auroral emis-
sion precipitating electron energies are often >100 keV. These high energy electrons would penetrate
through the upper atmosphere to ~300 km above the 1-bar level, below the homopause, where the hydro-
carbons dominate and H3

+ is readily destroyed. It could be the case that the strongest Joule heating is occur-
ring below the peak altitude of the H3

+ fundamental emission, and therefore, no strong correlation between
temperature and LOS velocity could be detected from the H3

+ emission.

The strong ionospheric flows observed in the northern auroral region (e.g., Johnson et al., 2017; Rego et al.,
1999; Stallard et al., 2001) may also be responsible for redistributing heat. Ion drag could be responsible for
redistributing neutral heat through the ion-neutral collisions, which force the neutrals to move with the ions.
Achilleos et al. (2001) showed that the neutrals are strongly coupled to the ions and a circumpolar neutral jet
develops with a velocity of up to ~60% of the ion velocity in the region of the main auroral emission. Past
studies such as Lam et al. (1997) and Rego et al. (2000) have shown a smooth temperature gradient moving
from the hot auroral region to the cooler equatorial regions. However, Stallard et al. (2017) showed that the
heat transport from the northern auroral region is not uniform, and a region of localized cooling exists at the
subauroral latitudes. The lifetime of H3

+ is too short to transport heat as far as the equatorial regions. For a
lifetime on the order of tens of minutes (or shorter) in the auroral regions (Achilleos et al., 1998), and a velocity
of a few kilometers per second, the H3

+ ions will move thousands to tens of thousands of kilometers across
the planet. This transport could be important in redistribution of auroral energy in the polar regions. It could
be the case that the strong H3

+ ionospheric flows create regions of increased or decreased temperatures,
which are not coincident with the mechanisms that drive the temperatures.

Figure 3d shows the ionospheric flows investigated by Johnson et al. (2017). In this study we will focus on the
superrotating flow as it has potential consequences for the temperature structure of the auroral ionosphere.
Johnson et al. (2017) discuss how the origin of the superrotating ionospheric flow could be either magneto-
spheric or ionospheric forcing. They suggest that this region of the ionosphere maps to a region of the mag-
netosphere where the flux tubes are moving radially inward as they rotate through the dawn sector of the
magnetosphere. As the field lines are compressed, their rotation rate increases to conserve angular momen-
tum, and the rotation rate of the ionosphere to which they map also increases (Moriguchi et al., 2008).
Alternatively, thermospheric neutral winds could be driving the superrotational flows through collisional for-
cing. The model by Smith and Aylward (2009) predicts a superrotating thermospheric flow, just equatorward
of the main auroral emission, caused by the zonal Coriolis and advection momentum term dominating the
ion-drag term. As the model by Smith and Aylward (2009) is axisymmetric, direct comparison between their
results and the observed ionospheric flows is not possible; however, it is still possible that a thermospheric
superrotational flow exists near to the location of the main auroral emission, which is driving superrotational
ionospheric flows.

Smith and Aylward (2009) describe how the superrotating neutral wind produces a cool region just equator-
ward of the main auroral emission. This cool region is caused by the divergence of a poleward flow at the
boundary between the subrotating main auroral emission and the corotating lower latitude. The divergence
causes an upwelling of gas from lower altitudes that cools adiabatically as it expands, creating a cool, super-
rotating region just equatorward of the main auroral emission. As we are assuming quasi-LTE we would
expect the H3

+ temperature to be representative of the thermosphere, and hence, we would expect to
measure low temperatures. However, the opposite is observed in our data set; the region of the superrotating
ionospheric flow experiences elevated H3

+ temperatures. It could still be the case that the neutrals and H3
+

are cooled but at lower altitudes than the peak H3
+ emission of the fundamental lines (~550 km, Melin et al.,
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2005), and that this process is not captured by these observations. Alternatively, it may be that the cool
region is not observed in this present study because the main auroral emission is not completely
subrotating as Smith and Aylward (2009) employ in their model. Johnson et al. (2017) observed
subrotational, corotational, and superrotational flows in the region of the main auroral emission, which
may explain why the temperature structure is more complex in this region than predicted by Smith and
Aylward (2009).

It is clear that particle precipitation impact, Joule heating, and the H3
+ thermostat effect are not working in

isolation and it is very likely that the observed temperatures are generated by a combination of the above
process. More detailed studies, which measure the LOS velocities of the H3

+ ions as well as the temperature,
will further our understanding of heat transport in Jupiter’s ionosphere. Furthermore, models that take the
asymmetries that are observed in the temperature structure in this study into account may be able to
estimate where each particular heating and cooling mechanism dominates.

5.2. H3
+ Temperature Changes Over a Short Time Period

As discussed in section 4, two broad regions of temperature changes are observed over a period of ~80 min.
We postulate that these changes could either be caused by the local time dependency of the energy of the
precipitating electrons or by the response of the magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere system to a
transient enhancement in solar wind dynamic pressure.

First, we will consider the possibility that the temperature changes are caused by local time dependence in
particle precipitation energy. The altitude of peak production of H3

+ depends on the energy of the precipitat-
ing electrons: When the electron energy is higher, the H3

+ will be produced at lower altitudes, and vice versa.
Models such as Grodent et al. (2001) as well as observations such as Seiff et al. (1997), Uno et al. (2014), and
Lystrup et al. (2008) have shown that the thermospheric temperature increases with height. Therefore, H3

+

produced at lower altitudes will be cooler, and vice versa. It could be the case that the electron precipitation
is softer in the dawn sector of the ionosphere, becoming harder at noon. Region A in Figure 5 begins hotter
than average at dawn, where the electrons may be softer creating H3

+ at higher, hotter altitudes. As it rotates
towards noon, it may now be in a region in which the electron precipitation is harder, penetrating down to
lower altitudes, creating H3

+ where it is cooler. Region B starts off cool around noon, where it may be experi-
encing hard electron precipitation. This region becomes hotter as it moves away from noon, suggesting that
the dusk sector may be subject to softer electron precipitation.

It could be the case that the aurora as a whole experienced local time differences. As discussed in section 4,
the H3

+ temperature structure measured in this present study are in agreement with those measured by
Moore et al. (2017) but not Adriani et al. (2017). Moore et al. (2017) measured the dayside auroral tempera-
tures at local times similar to those presented in this study. However, Adriani et al. (2017) derived the H3

+

temperature from data taken over a whole Jupiter day, and the polar projections in their study are made
up of measurements covering all local times. If local time differences in temperature do exist, then this would
explain why the temperature structures observed in the present study agree with Moore et al. (2017) but dif-
fer from Adriani et al. (2017). In our study, we observe cooling in region A and heating in region B, which may
imply that the main auroral emission and polar aurora experience different local time behavior. More gener-
ally, different morphological regions of the aurora may experience different local time behavior. However, the
local time coverage of the data set is quite limited and we do not observe regions A and B at the same range
of local times. Therefore, it may be that the local time differences produce the same effect in all regions of the
aurora or that they change depending on the particular auroral emission component.

Tao et al. (2011) show how, due to the timescale in the ion chemistry, the H3
+ emission rate is proportional to

the square root of the precipitating electron flux. However, due to the instantaneous nature of the UV and X-
ray emission, observations at these wavelengths are frequently used to probe the energy of precipitating
electrons. Branduardi-Raymont et al. (2008) discuss how hard X-rays are produced from main auroral emis-
sion and soft X-rays are produced from the polar aurora. This suggests that the precipitating electrons at
the main auroral emission are harder and penetrate down to lower altitudes, which would create H3

+ where
the atmosphere is cooler and vice versa for the polar aurora. The H2 emission at wavelengths of <140 nm is
attenuated by hydrocarbon absorption, which occurs at lower altitudes. By taking the ratio of the intensity of
this emission to that at longer wavelengths, which is unaffected by hydrocarbon absorption, the color ratio
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can be calculated. Gérard et al. (2016) found a positive relationship between intensity and color ratio in the
main auroral emission. This means that the brightest aurora is produced at lower, cooler altitudes. The
relationship was less clear in the polar aurora. Although this study divided the auroral emissions by
morphology, they did not investigate any local time dependence of energy of the precipitating
electrons. Future simultaneous observations at IR, UV, and X-ray wavelengths could resolve the local
time dependence of the energy of precipitating electrons.

Now we will consider the hypothesis that the observed H3
+ temperature changes may be driven by tempera-

ture changes at a fixed altitude in the thermosphere. Yates et al. (2014) models the velocity and temperature
of the neutral thermosphere and investigates how it responds to a transient response of the magnetosphere.
They follow the description of a transient event as given by Cowley et al. (2007) whomodeled the response of
the magnetosphere to a rapid (2–3 hr) compression and expansion. Yates et al. (2014) trigger the transient
event with a pulse of increased solar wind dynamic pressure over 3 hr, reaching 0.213 nPa halfway through
the pulse. Their model shows that during and after the compression the neutral flows and temperatures in
the thermosphere become highly dynamic.

At the peak emission altitude of the H3
+ fundamental lines (~550 km, Melin et al., 2005), the modeled tem-

perature fluctuates by ~50 K, changing from hot to cold and vice versa. In our study, the temperature changes
by ~140 K, which is much higher than the temperature changes predicted by the model. Like other models,
Yates et al. (2014) generally underestimates the temperatures in the auroral regions, and so it is possible that
the fluctuations in temperatures are also underestimated. The model by Yates et al. (2014) is axisymmetric
and therefore cannot give an exact location of the relatively large temperature changes that could be com-
pared to the observed significant temperature changes. However, this model does show that temperature
changes of the neutrals in the thermosphere are possible under the right conditions and this could also be
driving the observed H3

+ temperature changes.

To test whether this is a likely scenario for our observations, the solar wind dynamic pressure at Jupiter during
these observations was investigated using a propagated solar wind model by Tao et al. (2005). The input of
this model is the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center’s OMNI data set (King & Papitashvili, 2005) and the out-
put for the timeframe surrounding the observations is shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 was generated using the
AMDA (Automated Multi-Dataset Analysis) online tool (which is available at http://amda.irap.omp.eu/
[accessed 14 May 2018]). The observation time is shown by the vertical red line, and a peak in the dynamic
pressure of ~0.14 nPa is shown by the horizontal dashed green line. There is a ±20-hr error on the modeled
arrival time of pressure enhancements, which is represented by the green shaded region that is centered on
the beginning of the enhancement in dynamic pressure. Tao et al. (2005) state that the arrival time of pres-
sure enhancements is reasonably well predicted if the Earth-Sun-Jupiter angle is less than 50°. At the time of
the observations the Earth-Sun-Jupiter angle was ~0°–5°; therefore, the arrival time of any pressure enhance-
ments shown in Figure 8 are favorably modeled. From Nichols et al. (2017) the delay between the arrival of
the pressure enhancement at the magnetopause and the impact on the ionosphere is ~3 hr. Considering the

Figure 8. The propagated solar wind dynamic pressure calculated from the Tao et al. (2005) model. The plot was generated
using the AMDA online tool. The observation is shown by the vertical red line and the peak in dynamic pressure closest to
the observations is shown by the horizontal dashed green line. The green shaded region shows the ±20-hr error on
the arrival time of the pressure enhancement at Jupiter.
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error in arrival time and the lag between arrival at magnetopause and impact on the ionosphere, the initial
increase in dynamic pressure could have occurred during our observations. This increase is smaller than that
which produced the dynamic response of the thermosphere as modeled by Yates et al. (2014); however, the
transient response of the magnetosphere to the dynamic pressure enhancement may still be driving signifi-
cant changes. It is plausible that the response of the magnetosphere and atmosphere to an increase in solar
wind dynamic pressure, which triggers the changes in the neutral temperatures, drives the observed changes
in the H3

+ temperature.

To determine whether the temperature changes are driven by local time dependence in electron precipita-
tion energy or thermospheric dynamics, further observations are required. If local time changes in electron
precipitation energy are driving the temperature changes then these patterns should occur every time the
aurora rotates into view and will be easily confirmed in future studies. Additionally, further observations on
the nightside would allow any local time differences to be investigated there, which may be achieved with
Juno measurements. The results from the transient response of the magnetosphere to solar wind dynamic
pressure enhancements are likely to vary from one epoch to another. The possibility remains that both
mechanisms could be driving the temperature changes and the interplay between the two processes could
be causing dynamic temperature structures.

A further mechanism that may be responsible for driving the observed temperature changes could be
enhanced destruction of H3

+ at low altitudes, close to the homopause. Processes such as upwelling of strato-
spheric hydrocarbons cause destruction of H3

+ at lower altitudes where the cooler population of H3
+ exists.

This would result in increased temperature being observed as only the hot population at high altitudes would
remain to be detected. Upwelling of hydrocarbons may be caused by heating of the stratosphere. Sinclair
et al. (2017, 2018) observed enhanced auroral stratospheric temperatures, which may cause parcels of hydro-
carbons to rise and expand into the thermosphere. Future studies, which include simultaneous measure-
ments of hydrocarbons and H3

+ ions, may be able to determine whether enhanced destruction of H3
+ at

low altitudes drives any observed temperature changes. Finally, unknown mechanisms yet to be determined
may be controlling the temperature changes.

Although this study assumes quasi-LTE, it is important to note the possibility that this is not a reasonable
assumption. The fundamental emission lines are least affected by departures from LTE, and these lines are
used in this paper. However, if the quasi-LTE assumption breaks down, this would likely complicate the inter-
pretation of the H3

+ temperature observations. In order to fully test temperature changes, one would need to
measure the kinetic and vibrational temperatures of the H3

+, in addition to the rotational temperature as
measured in this study, to ascertain whether H3

+ was in LTE. However, these measurements are outside
the scope of this study.

6. Conclusions

This study has presented high spatial resolution polar projections of the total emission, column density, and
temperature of H3

+ in Jupiter’s northern auroral region observed on 31 December 2012 using VLT-CRIRES. A
comparison of these parameters, as well as the previously measured LOS velocity (Johnson et al., 2017), was
undertaken and has shown that the heating mechanisms that control the temperature of Jupiter’s thermo-
sphere are not simple.

The strong positive correlation between column density and total emission, and the lack of a clear relation-
ship between temperature and total emission, suggests that spatial variations of the H3

+ auroral emission are
dominated by ionization (i.e., production) rather than H3

+ brightness enhancements being caused by
increased temperatures. Since no significant correlation between temperature and total emission was found,
it appears that H3

+ is not an efficient thermostat across the whole auroral region. This study found no clear
relationship between the column density and temperature, suggesting that impact from particle precipita-
tion does not dominate heating in the auroral regions. Although elevated temperatures were found in some
regions with strong ionospheric flows, only a weak correlation was found between the LOS velocity and
the temperature.

The heating of Jupiter’s upper atmosphere appears to be controlled by a combination of energy being rera-
diating to space by H3

+ and heating by impact from particle precipitation and Joule heating. Since the
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lifetime of the H3
+ ions is not negligible, strong H3

+ ionospheric flows may be able to transport heat around
the auroral region, meaning that the original driving mechanism may exist in a different region from the
observed elevated temperatures.

This study is the first to present H3
+ temperature changes over a short period of time, and we proposed two

mechanisms to explain the observed temperature changes. First, the temperature changes could be caused
by local time changes in particle precipitation energy, which could vary by morphology region in the aurora
or affect the auroral regions as a whole. However, due to the limited local time range of the observations we
cannot distinguish between either case. Second, the temperature changes could be due to the dynamics of
the thermospheric neutrals. A model by Yates et al. (2014) has shown that the temperatures and winds of the
thermospheric neutrals respond dynamically to the transient response of the magnetosphere caused by a
solar wind dynamic pressure enhancement. From propagated solar wind parameters (Tao et al., 2005), it
was found that a pressure enhancement could have arrived during the observations inside the ±20-hr error
window on arrival time. This could have caused dynamic temperature structures in the thermosphere, which
drive the observed temperature changes in the ionosphere.

We have presented a case study of Jupiter’s northern ionosphere, and to answer the remaining open ques-
tions, further studies are required. If the temperature changes observed here are repeatedly identified at simi-
lar local times in future studies, then local time changes in particle precipitation energy will be very likely
causing the changes in temperature. Changes in temperature due to transient dynamic thermospheric beha-
vior will vary depending on the solar wind conditions, and it will be important to observe Jupiter’s aurora with
spacecraft in situ upstream of Jupiter in the solar wind. In future studies, it will also be important to test the
validity of the LTE assumption by simultaneously measuring the rotational, vibrational, and kinetic tempera-
tures of H3

+. This will help determine the extent to which H3
+ is thermalized with the neutrals. Additionally, by

simultaneously observing the temperature and LOS velocity of the neutrals, their effect on the temperature
structure of the ionosphere could potentially be determined.
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